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21. In the case of an upaciti which has one for the first term
and one for the common difference between the terms the product
of three terms having the number of terms for the first term and
one as the common difference, divided by six, is the citighana. Or
the cube of the number of terras plus one, minus the cube root of
this cube, divided by six.
Form an arithmetical progression 12345, etc.
Form the series 1 3 6 10 15, etc., by taking for the
terms the sum of the terms of the first series. The
rule gives the sum of this series.
It also gives the cubic contents of a pile of balls
which has a triangular base. The wording of the rule
would seem to imply that it was intended especially
for this second case. Citighana means " cubic con-
tents of the pile/' and upaciti ("pile") refers to the
base (or one side) of the pile, i.e., 12345, etc.1
As Rodet remarks, it is curious that in the face of
this rule the rule given above (stanza 6) for the
volume of a pyramid is incorrect.
p = n(n+l)(n+2)
a
6	6
22. The sixth part of the product of three quantities con-
sisting of the number of terms, the number of terms plus one,
and twice the number of terms plus one is the sum of the squares.
The square of the sum of the (original) series is the sum of the
cubes.
From the series 1234, etc., form the series
1 4 9 16, etc., and 1 8 27 64, etc., consisting of the
JCf. Brahmagupta, XII, 19; Colebrooke, op. tit., pp. 292-93.
Brahmagupta (XII, 20) directs that the summation of certain series
be illustrated by means of piles of round balls.

